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In situ low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) of graphene growth combined with measurements of the graphene structure and electronic band structure has been used to study graphene on Pt(111). Growth by carbon segregation produces macroscopic monolayer graphene domains extending continuously across Pt(111) substrate steps and bounded by strongly faceted edges. LEEM during cooling from the growth temperature shows the propagation of wrinkles in the graphene sheet, driven by thermal stress. The lattice mismatch between graphene and Pt(111) is accommodated by moiré structures with a large number of different rotational variants, without a clear preference for a particular interface geometry. Fast and slow growing graphene domains exhibit moiré structures with small [e.g., (3 × 3)G, (√6 × √6)R2G, and (2 × 2)R4G] and large unit cells [e.g., (√44 × √44)R15G, (√52 × √52)R14G, and (8 × 8)L], respectively. A weak substrate coupling, suggested by the growth and structural properties of monolayer graphene on Pt(111), is confirmed by maps of the band structure, which is close to that of isolated graphene aside from minimal hole doping due to charge transfer from the metal. Finally, the decoupled graphene monolayer on Pt(111) appears impenetrable to carbon diffusion, which self-limits the graphene growth at monolayer thickness. Thicker graphene domains, which can form at boundaries between monolayer domains, have been used to characterize the properties of few-layer graphene on Pt(111).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene, a two-dimensional sp² bonded honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms, has shown remarkable properties that are being investigated actively in basic research and which make it a promising material for a number of applications, e.g., in microelectronics, large-area optoelectronics, or in sensors and actuators. To realize such potential applications, reliable methods for large-scale graphene synthesis are required. Graphene synthesis by epitaxy on noncarbide forming transition metals has been considered recently as a scalable alternative to micromechanical cleavage. If the growth is performed on metal foils or thin films, such metal catalyzed graphene sheets can be isolated by etching away the substrate and transferred to a suitable support material.

Graphene synthesis has recently been performed successfully on a number of transition metals, including Ni, Ru, Ir, and Cu. However, the study of graphene [or “monolayer (ML) graphite”] on transition metals dates back much longer. In particular, the formation and properties of monolayer graphite on Pt have been studied early on since Pt and Pt alloys are used widely for hydrocarbon catalysis, where the formation of graphitic surface structures represents an unwanted by-product that can poison the active phase of the catalyst. Recent x-ray absorption measurements have suggested that ML graphene on Pt stands out as the system with the weakest graphene-metal interaction among a broader group of 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals. While monolayer graphene on Ru(0001) and Ni(111) couples strongly to the metal substrate, other metal substrates such as Ir and Cu show a much weaker (van der Waals) interfacial interaction with graphene. Previous observations, using both diffraction and imaging, of coexisting rotational domains and the formation of different interfacial moiré structures for graphene on Pt(111) support the notion of a weak interfacial interaction, similar to graphene on Ir(111). It can be expected that the weak substrate coupling will affect the growth mechanisms, structural, and electronic properties of graphene on Pt and may cause these properties to be distinct from other transition metal supported graphene systems.

Here we use in situ low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) to probe the growth, structure, and electronic properties of graphene on Pt(111). In contrast to previous studies, which have been based on off-line graphene growth followed either by high-resolution imaging of randomly chosen microscopic surface regions or by averaging measurements (diffraction, x-ray absorption, and photoelectron spectroscopy) on macroscopic sample areas, we combine direct real-time observations of graphene growth with the probing of different properties in selected microscopic sample areas. In this way, we are able to correlate the growth, structure, separation from the metal substrate, and electronic band structure for ML graphene domains on Pt(111) with specific interfacial motifs, and to explore possible mechanisms leading to the growth of few-layer graphene beyond 1 ML thickness.

II. EXPERIMENT

Graphene epitaxy was performed on a Pt(111) single crystal, enriched with interstitial carbon by hydrocarbon (ethylene) exposure at temperatures above 1000 °C. A slow lowering of the sample temperature reduces the carbon solubility in the metal and causes carbon surface segregation, which in turn drives graphene growth. We observed the growth of initial ML graphene islands, their coalescence, and possible mechanisms for the growth of thicker (few-layer) graphene domains in real time by bright-field LEEM. The physical and electronic properties of the as-grown graphene were determin...
mined in situ by complementary measurements in the LEEM instrument. Selected-area low-energy electron diffraction (micro-LEED) on small sample areas (2 μm diameter) was used to establish the structure and substrate registry of the graphene layers. Intensity-voltage measurements, both in real space (IV LEEM) (Ref. 26) and reciprocal space (IV LEED), were combined with dynamical multiple-scattering calculations of the low-energy electron reflectivity to determine the layer spacing between ML graphene and the metal substrate, and to probe the interlayer spacing in few-layer graphene domains. The electronic structure of ML graphene on Pt(111) was mapped at room temperature in situ in the LEEM instrument by collecting angle-resolved photoelectron spectra from micron-sized sample areas (micro-ARPES). Ultraviolet synchrotron-radiation (energy hν = 42 eV; beamline USUA at the National Synchrotron Light Source) incident perpendicular to the sample was used to excite photoelectrons, which were energy filtered by an imaging energy analyzer (energy resolution <0.3 eV) and whose angular distribution was mapped in reciprocal space using the electron optics and detector system of the LEEM. The raw data comprised photoelectron angular distributions beyond the first Brillouin zone (BZ) for energies from −18 to +2 eV relative to $E_F$ in increments of 0.1 eV. Projections along high-symmetry directions in reciprocal space were used to generate band-structure maps along those directions.

III. GROWTH AND SUBSTRATE INTERACTION OF MONOLAYER GRAPHENE ON Pt(111)

The nucleation and growth of a representative monocrystalline ML graphene domain by carbon surface segregation, initiated by slow cooling from 1000 °C, is shown in Fig. 1. At high temperatures (here $T=864$ °C), the graphene nucleation is sparse and adjacent nuclei are usually spaced well over 100 μm apart. Such sparse nucleation is achieved by carefully controlling the supersaturation of carbon at the surface, i.e., using slow temperature ramps to induce the controlled segregation of carbon from the bulk. Following the initial nucleation, each graphene domain rapidly expands by attachment of C to the edges to reach a size of several tens of micrometer in about 1 min. This growth by edge attachment occurs continuously, i.e., without secondary nucleation events, to produce single-crystalline graphene domains whose sizes exceed the average step spacing on the Pt(111) crystal by about two orders of magnitude, thus demonstrating a continuous, carpetlike flow of the graphene sheet across substrate steps, similar to graphene growth on Ru (0001) (Ref. 7) and Ir(111).29 The domain boundaries are straight over macroscopic distances. Adjacent straight edge segments meet mostly under angles of 60° and 120°, or 90° and 150°, consistent with zigzag/zigzag, armchair/armchair, and zigzag/armchair intersections but angles of 45° and 135° are also observed. It is plausible to assign the majority of the macroscopically long straight segments to zigzag and armchair graphene edges [black and white lines in Fig. 1(d)], and the edges intersecting at 45° and 135° angles to mixed edge terminations containing regular arrays of kinks [gray lines in Fig. 1(d)]. However, it is also possible that the observed straight edges are low-energy facets consisting of different types of edge segments at the atomic scale. To resolve this question, additional experiments are needed using microscopic techniques with higher spatial resolution than LEEM.

Figures 1(e) and 1(f) show an analysis of the linear growth rate for directions approximately perpendicular to the Pt(111) substrate steps. The analysis shows growth rates across substrate steps in the uphill (solid green) and downhill (dashed red, blue) directions differing by about a factor of 2. For both directions, the growth at constant temperature ($T=864$ °C) gradually decreases, following an exponential dependence with time constant $\tau=280$ s. Since the growth occurs by carbon segregation from the Pt bulk, this characteristic time represents the decrease in the density of surface carbon due to the depletion of the reservoir of interstitial carbon in the metal substrate.

It is instructive to contrast the growth characteristics of ML graphene on Pt(111) with those observed on Ru(0001). Epitaxial graphene on Ru forms a moiré structure characterized by a strong chemical interaction with the metal substrate,30–32 which leads to a well-defined epitaxial relationship with closely aligned crystal axes of the substrate and graphene lattices, and affects the graphene domain growth in two ways: orbital overlap at steps almost completely suppresses the growth across substrate steps in the uphill direction; hence, one edge of the graphene domain traces the pinning substrate step. In all other directions, the rate of carbon incorporation is nearly isotropic, i.e., at sufficiently early growth stages the resulting edge of the graphene domain approximates a semicircle. The difference in growth rate between the uphill and downhill directions is very large, with the ratio of the two rates reaching values of 100 or more.7 Conversely, for ML graphene growth on Pt(111), a small
growth rate anisotropy due to substrate steps [similar to that observed for Ir(111) (Ref. 33)] indicates a very minor effect of the metal substrate, suggesting that the interaction between graphene and the Pt substrate is weak. The macroscopically long, straight boundaries of the graphene domains are consistent with this conclusion.

As the sample cools down from typical growth temperatures of about 800 °C, where the epitaxial growth rate anisotropy between graphene and substrate is defined, the mismatch in thermal-expansion coefficients between Pt (~8.8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ K}^{-1}) and graphene (~1 \times 10^{-6} \text{ K}^{-1}) leads to a progressive buildup of compressive stress in the graphene sheet.

It has been shown previously that such stress can be relaxed elastically (i.e., without formation of crystal defects in the graphene) by the formation of wrinkles.\(^{24,34-36}\) Long-range linear ridges in which the intact graphene sheet is locally warped up and decouples from the substrate, thus relaxing some of the compression in the graphene. Figure 2(a) shows a typical wrinkle network on ML graphene on Pt(111) after cooling to room temperature. Generally, one set of wrinkles aligns with the predominant direction of the atomic steps of the Pt(111) substrate [approximately horizontal in Fig. 2(a)]. In many instances, individual wrinkles closely follow and meander with a substrate step over micrometer distances. A second set of wrinkles runs perpendicular to the first set, presumably ensuring that both components of the biaxial thermal stress are relaxed. Although local deviations from these predominant directions are observed, there is no clear correlation between the direction of the wrinkles and the sixfold symmetry of the substrate or graphene lattices. Individual wrinkles can end inside a pristine part of the graphene domain, i.e., do not necessarily form a fully interconnected network.

The overall morphology of the network in Fig. 2(a) can be understood by considering the wrinkle formation mechanism. The gain in elastic energy, due to the stress relaxation achieved by generating a wrinkle, is offset in part by the energy cost of detaching a narrow linear strip of graphene from the metal substrate. It is reasonable to expect that this process occurs gradually, i.e., that the wrinkle propagates by progressively detaching graphene from the substrate at the wrinkle tip—analogous to the opposite process, the rupturing of a two-dimensional sheet under tension.\(^{38}\) The detachment should be easiest along step edges, where the coupling to the substrate is weak. Indeed, we observe the onset of wrinkle formation parallel to substrate steps. However, since the steps are aligned roughly parallel, only one component of the biaxial thermal compression is effectively relaxed by wrinkles along steps. To achieve biaxial relaxation, additional wrinkles need to form perpendicular to the step direction. These wrinkles will likely propagate more slowly and may get pinned by point defects or impurities in the substrate or the graphene sheet itself, and hence end without connecting to other wrinkles, as is indeed observed in Fig. 2(a).

To verify the above scenario, we designed in situ microscopy experiments that directly show the propagation of wrinkles on ML graphene on Pt(111). Graphene was grown in the LEEM instrument at about 800 °C, followed by slow cooling. To limit the buildup of compressive thermal stress, i.e., the driving force for wrinkle formation, the cooling was interrupted and the temperature stabilized as soon as the first wrinkles developed. Images from the LEEM movie of the further evolution of the graphene sheet are shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(g). Initially, two wrinkles in orthogonal directions are visible in the field of view (black dashed lines). The local wrinkle density is below that required to relax the thermal stress due to the partial cooling [compare to Fig. 2(a)]. Further wrinkles appear during observation of this sample area. The formation of one of these wrinkles (solid red lines) progresses sufficiently slowly that it can be imaged by LEEM. The new wrinkle is formed by branching off an existing one and then extends into an area initially covered by flat graphene. The LEEM contrast, due to electron scattering by the slanted side walls of the wrinkles, gradually becomes stronger, which indicates that the detachment and warping of...
the graphene sheet continues to grow after the initial formation of a wrinkle [Fig. 2(b)]. A measurement of the time-dependent extension of the wrinkle, finally, shows that the propagation is not continuous but occurs in bursts, interrupted by extended periods without any measurable movement [Fig. 2(b)].

Stress relaxation by wrinkle formation in graphene grown on transition metals appears to be a general phenomenon, which has been observed in several systems including ML graphene on Ni34, Ir24,36, and Cu.14 Although it is not yet clear if the wrinkles still exist after the dissolution of the metal and the transfer of the graphene sheet to a different substrate, it would be useful if their formation could be controlled. The observation of kinetic limitations of the wrinkle formation process—the alignment of wrinkles with substrate steps and the expansion in individual bursts—suggests that such control may indeed be possible, e.g., by the judicious definition of arrays of step bunches via lithographic patterning, which could then serve as lines of preferred wrinkle formation by facilitating the detachment of graphene from the substrate.

To determine the interfacial motifs resulting from the formation of ML graphene on a weakly interacting transition metal, such as Pt(111), we performed microdiffraction on single graphene domains. Previous studies on the formation of ML graphene on Pt(111), either employing low-temperature adsorption of ethylene followed by high-temperature annealing20–23 or the dissociation of a hydrocarbon precursor (methane39 and propene18) at high temperature, identified rotational disorder due to graphene nuclei bonding to the metal substrate in a range of possible moiré structures. Such disorder can be expected in particular for weakly coupled systems, for which the energy landscape is shallow and none of the possible coincidence structures give rise to a clear global minimum in energy. When ML graphene is grown by carbon segregation at controlled low supersaturation, i.e., close to thermodynamic equilibrium, two distinct families of interfacial structures form, as shown by representative single graphene domain micro-LEED patterns in Fig. 3. Following growth to partial surface coverage (total graphene coverage below 1 ML), large graphene domains with sizes exceeding 50 μm, as shown in Fig. 1, invariably exhibit moiré structures with small unit cells, such as the (3×3)G superstructure in Fig. 3(a). Other structures occurring in large graphene domains included (5√6 × √6)R2G and (2×2)R4G. Smaller graphene nuclei (~10 μm) grown during the same time period, on the other hand, form a range of large unit-cell coincidence structures, including (44×44)R15G [Fig. 3(b)], (52×52)R14G, and (8×8)G. The grouping into two distinct families of interfacial structures as well as most of the individual moirés listed above have not been reported previously. There are several possible explanations for the observed correlation between the interfacial structure of ML graphene on Pt(111) and the size of the resulting graphene domains. In situ LEEM movies of the growth process show that both types of structures nucleate simultaneously, i.e., there is no significant difference in nucleation rate of graphene domains with different interfacial alignment. Instead, we observe different growth rates for domains with large and small-cell moirés, suggesting that kinetic factors, such as a lower attachment barrier, may cause the faster growth of the domains with small moiré unit cells. Generally, the existence of well-defined moiré coincidence structures with nonvanishing lattice mismatch (Fig. 3) demonstrates that the interaction between the graphene layer and the metal substrate, albeit much weaker than for Ru31,40 for example, is still sufficiently strong to strain the graphene lattice and achieve a well-defined epitaxial relationship with the substrate at growth temperatures between 650 and 900 °C (i.e., kT of 80–100 meV). Another weakly interacting system, graphene on Ir(111), has shown a similar variety of moirés, with four distinct structures identified to date.24 However, while a particular moiré with aligned [110] and [112] axes of Ir and graphene, respectively, appears to be predominant on Ir(111),41 our experiments show no clear preference for any “majority” structure for graphene on Pt(111).

The metal–graphene interaction is closely linked to the interface structure and, in particular, determines the spacing between ML graphene and the Pt(111) surface atoms. We determined this separation by intensity-voltage measurements in reciprocal space (IV LEED) or in real space (IV LEEM), and comparison of the experimental spectra with dynamical multiple-scattering calculations of the scattered intensity. A previous IV-LEED study of ML graphene on Pt(111) has found an unusually large graphene-metal spacing of 3.70 Å, explained by the formation of a closely coupled “carbidic” interlayer with partial carbon coverage in Pt(111) hollow sites between metal and graphene (1.25 Å from the metal surface), and a spacing of 2.45 Å between this carbidic structure and the supported graphene sheet.19 To date, no other system of graphene on transition metal (Ni, Cu, Rh, Ru, and Ir) has shown signatures of the formation of such carbidic interlayers. Hence, we have used a micro-LEED IV analysis on individual, large graphene domains to determine

FIG. 3. (Color online) Single-domain micro-LEED patterns of ML graphene on Pt(111). (a) Graphene/Pt(111) moiré with (3×3) periodicity relative to the graphene lattice (graphene under 0.60% compression). (b) Moiré structure with larger (44×44) unit cell, relative to graphene (graphene under 0.60% tension). Panels on the right show schematics of both superstructures.
the layer spacing in our samples and re-examine the issue of the interfacial structure and spacing for graphene on Pt(111).

Specular beam (00) IV characteristics, which are particularly sensitive to the out-of-plane stacking, were measured on single graphene domains for electron energies ranging from 80 to 400 eV. Simulations, using the TENSORLEED package, were carried out for commensurate graphene structures as shown schematically in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). To limit the computational complexity and to focus on the graphene/Pt separation, the simulations were performed for a commensurate structure with a small unit cell, comprising a planar, strained graphene layer with one carbon sublattice aligned with surface Pt atoms. An alternative interface geometry, with both carbon sublattices in Pt hollow sites, generally gave poorer agreement with the experimental IV characteristics. No fitting of any structural parameters was performed and the only free parameter in the LEED IV calculations was the graphene/Pt(111) interlayer spacing, \( d \).

Figure 4(c) shows a comparison of the experimental (00) IV characteristic of a graphene domain with (\( \sqrt{44} \times \sqrt{44} \))R15\(_{G} \) moiré structure, whose diffraction pattern is given in Fig. 3(b), with simulations for a wide range of graphene-metal spacings, 2.4 Å \( \leq d \leq 3.7 \) Å. Since the calculation was restricted to a simplified geometry of the graphene/Pt(111) system and no fitting was performed, the Pendry R factors quantifying the match between experiment and simulation are, in general, relatively high. Nevertheless, some clear trends can be observed in comparing experiment and simulation. The location of the most prominent peak at high electron energy (~350 eV) is nearly unaffected by changes in the layer spacing \( d \), suggesting that this feature is defined by the reflectivity of the Pt substrate. The IV maxima at lower electron energy (<250 eV), on the other hand, are sensitive to the graphene-Pt separation and show systematic shifts as \( d \) is varied in the simulations. The correspondence between the measured and simulated IV characteristics is primarily determined by the location of these peaks.

Varying the ML graphene-Pt separation over a wide interval, the concerted shifts of the lower-energy reflectivity maxima leads to a clear global minimum in the R factor for a spacing \( d = 3.30 \) Å. For this separation, the experimental and simulated IV characteristics agree quite well overall (R factor ~40%), as shown in Fig. 4(d). Since the simulated spectra for 3.25 and 3.35 Å separation already show significant deviations from the experimental data (R factors of 46.7% and 44.7%, respectively), we conclude a graphene/Pt(111) separation of (3.30 ± 0.05 Å) within our structure model. The separation identified here, close to the interlayer spacing in graphite (3.36 Å), suggests that the coupling between graphene and metal is similar to a pure van der Waals interaction. The experimental layer separation determined here is in excellent agreement with a recent density-functional theory (DFT) calculation in the local-density approximation for ML graphene on Pt(111), which has predicted an equilibrium spacing \( d_{\text{DFT}} = 3.30 \) Å. In view of the uncertainties of DFT for weakly bound systems and the assumptions of the calculation—a commensurate structure, assuming relaxed graphene matched to in-plane compressively strained Pt(111)—the perfect agreement with our measured spacing may be fortuitous. Nevertheless, the comparison shows that the spacing identified here is very close to that expected for a simple graphene/Pt(111) interface. While our analysis of the experimental single-domain LEED IV characteristics with IV simulations using a restricted model may be insufficient to identify the detailed structure of ML graphene on Pt(111), the good match obtained for a structure without intercalated carbon for a physically meaningful value of \( d \) nevertheless casts significant doubt on the previous assumption of an additional carbonic interlayer between metal and graphene for this system.

We have performed a similar IV analysis for bilayer graphene domains on Pt(111) (for growth of the bilayer, see below), again assuming a commensurate structure with the interfacial graphene sheet in the arrangement shown in Fig. 4(a) and Bernal stacking of the two graphene layers. Varying the graphene-Pt and graphene-graphene spacings in the simulation, a best match with the experiment (R factor ~38%) is obtained for a separation between the metal and the interfacial graphene layer of (3.30 ± 0.05 Å), identical to the value for the monolayer, and a separation between the two graphene sheets equal to the interlayer spacing in graphite.
A weak coupling of graphene to the Pt(111) substrate, as indicated by the growth characteristics, the existence of different rotational alignments and interface structures, and an interlayer spacing close to that of graphite, should also be reflected in the electronic structure of the graphene monolayer. For strongly interacting systems, such as ML graphene on Ru(0001), the coupling to metal \( d \) states lifts the characteristic linear dispersion near the Fermi energy \( E_F \) in the interfacial graphene sheet.\(^{30,31}\) Only the outer layer in bilayer graphene on Ru recovers a linear dispersion of \( \pi \) bands crossing \( E_F \). For graphene on weakly interacting transition metals, such as Ir(111), Dirac cones have been observed already in the first monolayer.\(^{44}\) This system also showed a significant modulation of the electrostatic potential across the graphene/Ir moiré, giving rise to a lateral superlattice in the ML graphene sheet. To probe the electronic structure of ML graphene on Pt(111), we have measured micro-ARPES band maps on individual monocrystalline graphene domains.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of micro-ARPES maps of the occupied bands at energies within 16 eV of \( E_F \), for a large ML graphene domain on Pt(111) [Fig. 5(a)] and for exposed Pt(111) between graphene sheets [Fig. 5(b)]. The band structure of the graphene terminated area shows sharp bands with significant dispersion throughout the BZ. Comparison with scaled bands of free-standing graphene, calculated by DFT,\(^{45}\) demonstrates an excellent overall match between these bands and the \( \pi \) and \( \sigma \) bands of isolated graphene. The additional ARPES intensity in Fig. 5(a) is entirely due to (111)-projected bands of the metal substrate, as demonstrated by the reference spectrum shown in Fig. 5(b). The observed bands in areas of exposed metal agree well with DFT calculations of the Pt(111) projected band structure.\(^{46}\) In particular, our data show a high density of states at \( E_F \) and at about \(-4\) eV at \( \Gamma \), a continuum of bands at \( M \), and a lower state density along with several projected gaps at \( K \). The difference between the Pt(111) derived bands with and without ML graphene is negligible, confirming the absence of any significant hybridization of graphene \( \pi \) states with metal \( d \) states. Hence, the ARPES band map of Fig. 5(a) essentially represents a superposition of graphene and metal-derivative states, with minimal interaction between the two.

Figure 6 shows close-up ARPES maps of the graphene \( \pi \) band near the \( K \) point of the BZ close to the Fermi energy, along \( \Gamma - K \) [Fig. 6(a)], and in a direction perpendicular to \( \Gamma - K \) [Fig. 6(b)] in which both branches of the band are symmetric.\(^{47}\) The measurement shows a linear \( \pi \)-band dispersion with Fermi velocity close to \( 10^6 \) m/s, as expected for free-standing graphene. However, the charge-neutrality ("Dirac") point lies above \( E_F \), i.e., the ML graphene is hole doped by charge transfer from the substrate. Extrapolation of the linear \( \pi \)-band dispersion, measured within 2 eV below the Fermi level, gives an estimated band crossing at \((0.30 \pm 0.15)\) eV above \( E_F \). This level of hole doping agrees well with a recent DFT calculation of the band structure of graphene on Pt(111), which has predicted the Dirac point about \( 0.3 \) eV above \( E_F \).\(^{48}\) Several additional micro-ARPES measurements on different ML graphene domains have shown no significant changes in the band structure and Dirac point energy as a function of interface registry. In particular, the graphene domains with large and small moiré unit cells [e.g., Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] have identical band structure and hole doping.

**IV. FEW-LAYER GRAPHENE ON Pt(111)**

If sufficient interstitial carbon is available in the Pt substrate, the graphene growth by carbon segregation ultimately leads to the coalescence of the different graphene domains to form a complete layer covering the entire substrate surface, as verified by a LEEM survey of macroscopic sample areas. At this point (i.e., about 1 ML graphene coverage) the growth by segregation terminates. No nucleation and growth of additional graphene sheets are observed in areas covered by monocrystalline graphene domains. The only places where additional growth occurs are domain boundaries between graphene sheets with large rotational misalignment. A particularly striking example is shown in Fig. 7, a sequence of LEEM images illustrating the coalescence of three differ-
The formation of a mixed Pt-C phase, perhaps with properties similar to graphene, is elusive in our experiments to date. A possible scenario of the structure and composition of this phase has been observed for heteroepitaxial thin films on metal substrates, e.g., Ag or Cu on W(111). A phase accumulation model, analogous to that used for metallic thin films, can be employed to analyze this interference phenomenon. Assuming a free-electron dispersion in the graphene stack, the phase shift between the two interfering electron waves can be written as 

$$\psi = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sqrt{2m(E + V_0)}$$

where \(E\) denotes the incident electron energy, \(V_0\) the inner potential of the few-layer graphene stack, and \(t\) its thickness. Interference modulates the reflected intensity as a function of electron energy and film thickness (i.e., number of graphene layers). Phase shifts of even (odd) multiples of \(\pi\) give rise to constructive (destructive) interference, i.e., maxima (minima) in the electron reflectivity.

By plotting the phase shift, \(\psi\), as a function of the energies at which interference maxima or minima are observed, the local thickness of the graphene film can be determined precisely via a fit to the above expression. In practice, we find that each increase in film thickness by one graphene sheet gives rise to one additional interference minimum in the energy range between 2 and 15 eV, making it possible to determine the local film thickness by simply counting the interference fringes. Figure 8(d) shows a summary of the energy-dependent phase shifts for three-layer to nine-layer graphene on Pt(111), based on the interference fringes shown in Fig. 8(c). Also shown in Fig. 8(d) are fits to these phase shifts, assuming free-electron dispersion. In contrast to quantum-size effects in metal films, for which the free-electron approximation is clearly violated, we find excellent agreement with the free-electron model for few-layer graphene.
graphene on Pt(111) if we assume an inner potential of \(-17 \text{ eV}\)—close to the values derived for graphite by other measurements. The fits are based on \(m=m_e\), i.e., free-electron-like propagation and a thickness of an interaction—giving rise to characteristic growth, structural, synthesis, it is important to understand the substrate between monolayer graphene and Pt rations, and band structure, to examine the interaction be- between the interface moiré structure, metal-graphene sepa- rations with large and small unit cells, respectively. In contrast to other systems—notably graphene on Ir—none of these structures appears strongly preferred over the others, suggesting minor differences in energy between the various moirés. The growth rates of the two families of moiré structures have measurable differences, indicating that the growth kinetics are affected by the orientation of the initial graphene nucleation. 

**V. Conclusions**

To identify promising substrates for large-scale graphene synthesis, it is important to understand the substrate interaction—giving rise to characteristic growth, structural, and electronic properties—for graphene on different transition metals. We have used **in situ** observations of the growth and relaxation by wrinkle formation, along with measurements of the interface moiré structure, metal-graphene separation, and band structure, to examine the interaction between monolayer graphene and Pt(111). Low-energy electron microscopy of the graphene growth process shows the signatures of a weak metal-graphene interaction, in particular a minimal difference in the growth rate in the uphill and down-hill directions across substrate steps. Other characteristics, such as a strong faceting of the edges of graphene domains over large distances, the facile formation of wrinkles in the graphene sheets to relax thermal stress, and the generation of a wide variety of rotational moiré variants, are consistent with a weak coupling of monolayer graphene to the Pt substrate. The different rotational alignments between graphene and Pt(111) give rise to two distinct families of moiré structures with large and small unit cells, respectively. In contrast to other systems—notably graphene on Ir(111)—none of these structures appears strongly preferred over the others, suggesting minor differences in energy between the various moirés. The growth rates of the two families of moiré structures show measurable differences, indicating that the growth kinetics are affected by the orientation of the initial graphene nuclei.

**IV** characteristics in microdiffraction, combined with **IV** simulations for a simplified (commensurate) structure have been used to determine the separation between monolayer graphene and the Pt(111) surface. Given a weak coupling and assuming a simple graphene-Pt interface, one might expect a separation close to the interlayer spacing in graphite. A previous report instead suggested the formation of a complex interface structure comprising a carbidic interlayer between graphene and Pt(111). However, none of the other systems of graphene on transition metals appears to form such a complex interface. Our combined measurements and simulations lend additional support to the notion of a simple graphene-Pt interface and in this case give a separation (3.30 Å) that indeed lies close to the a-axis spacing in graphite. This finding suggests that the binding of graphene on Pt(111) may be understood in a common framework with other graphene-metal interfaces.

Direct evidence for a weak coupling between monolayer graphene and Pt(111) is provided by micro-APRES maps of the band structure. Apart from some residual hole doping due to charge transfer with the substrate, the electronic structure of monolayer graphene on Pt(111) is close to that of isolated graphene. In particular, the linear dispersion of \(\pi\) bands in the so-called Dirac cones, which gives rise to many exotic manifestations of massless Dirac fermions is preserved.

Finally, the near isolation of monolayer graphene on Pt(111) causes the self-termination of graphene growth by carbon segregation at a maximum coverage of 1 ML, due to the impermeability of structurally coherent graphene sheets to carbon diffusion, analogous to that observed for free-standing graphene. The coalescence of different rotational graphene domains, however, can give rise to domain boundaries—the two-dimensional analog of a grain boundary—in a polycrystalline thin film—that allow segregating car-
bon to reach the surface and to nucleate thicker few-layer graphene stacks. While for practical applications in large-scale graphene synthesis both the resulting structural defects and the uncontrolled thickness fluctuations at domain boundaries are undesirable, they enabled us to study the properties of few-layer graphene and will make it possible to investigate the physics of defect formation between misaligned graphene sheets.
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43 Our measured IV characteristics differ significantly from those obtained previously (Ref. 19). This suggests that the different conclusions in the analysis of the graphene/Pt(111) interface are
not primarily due to the different approaches used in the LEED IV simulation but may result from different preparation (controlled carbon segregation versus room-temperature hydrocarbon adsorption and annealing) and measurement conditions (selected area micro-LEED IV versus area-averaged conventional LEED IV).


